Eligible Postgraduate Programmes for UCL East London Scholarship

The following programmes are eligible as part of the UCL East London Scholarship scheme in 2024. Follow the links attached to each programme title for more information. You must have submitted a complete application for one of these programmes in order to apply for the UCL East London Scholarship. Applying for a scholarship happens in Portico once you have submitted your application and your references have been received. For more information see this helpful page: Masters Funding Awards application guidance.

Closing dates for admissions applications may vary across programmes.

UCL East campus-based programmes (Stratford):

- MA Audio Storytelling for Radio and Podcast
- MA Creative & Collaborative Enterprise
- MA Anthropology and Professional Practice
- MA Ethnographic and Documentary Film (Practical)
- MFA Creative Documentary by Practice
- MSc Conservation of Contemporary Art and Media
- MA Immersive Factual Storytelling
- MA Public History
- MSc Chemical Sustainability
- MSc Ecology & Urban Engineering
- MArch Fire Safe Design
- MSc Engineering with Innovation and Entrepreneurship
- MASc Creative Health
- MBA Health
- MASc Global Urbanism
- MBA Major Infrastructure Delivery
- MSc Manufacturing with Innovation and Enterprise
- MSc Future Manufacturing and Nanoscale Engineering
MSc Advanced Propulsion

MSc Advanced Materials Science (Sustainability)

MSc Advanced Materials Science (Materials, Innovation and Enterprise)

MSc Advanced Materials Science (Data Driven Innovation)

MSc Infrastructure, Investment and Finance

MSc Banking & Digital Finance

MSc Biotech and Pharmaceutical Management

MSc Ecology, Climate Change and Health

MSc Robotics and Artificial Intelligence

MSc Connected Environments

MBA Executive Programme Health (Online)

MSc Digital Engineering Management

MSc Digital Health and Entrepreneurship

MA Designing Audio Experiences: Art, Science and Production

MSc Disability, Design & Innovation

MSc Ecology & Data Science

MArch Cinematic and video game architecture

MSc Digital Manufacturing of Advanced Materials

MSc Global Healthcare Management (Finance)

MSc Global Healthcare Management (Leadership)

MSc Global Healthcare Management (Analytics)

MSc Manufacture and Commercialisation of Stem Cell and Gene Therapies

MSc Nature Inspired Solutions

MSc Prosperity, People and Planet

MSc Prosperity, Innovation and Entrepreneurship

MSc Real Estate Economics and Investment Analysis
MSc Responsible Finance and Alternative Assets

MSc Systems Engineering for the Internet of Things

MSc Venture Capital and Private Equity with Financial Technology

UCL School of Business-based programmes (Canary Wharf)

MSc Business Analytics

MSc Finance

MSc Management

MSc Entrepreneurship